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A discussion of the system of rational numhers, in-
cluding zero, shows that the four fundamental operations -
addition, suhtraction, multiplication and division, alv/ays
lead to numhers of the system and to no new numbers. Hence
if the rational number system were subjected to no opera-
tions but these four, it would be a system that would be
complete in itself.
But, as is easily shown, if a number of liie system is
subjected to the operation inverse to raising to a power
i.e., the extraction of a root, the resulting number may
not be a number of the system. For example; the
equation X-^ ~ ^
can not have a solution in the rational number system.
For suppose it did have the solution "
£^
where Ci and are relatively prime. Break CL and ^
X - ^
up into their prime factors;
=
^.-^^^'t^^
ir Yl'-p - ^3 0-^
and if \ie call this product /W we have broken /V) up
into its prime factors in two different ways, which is
contrary to the fundamental theorem of number theory:
"A number can be broken up into its prime fajctors in only

one way."
Again, if to the four elementary operations, the
operation of limits is added, the resulting number may
or may not "be a number of the system. As an example;
"If a systematic fraction is recurrent it has a ratioR-
al limit; if it is not recurrent it does not have a
rational limit."
( "Allgemeine Arithmetik, " by Dr. Otto Stolz, p. 63, 66,
101)
A definition of the systematic fraction and the proof
of this therom will shov/ that the rational number sys-
tem is incomplete. If Cf is any positive integer, Cq
any integer \ ^ y > tt<j integers,
the ^raatest of which is where
/\ is a systematic fraction. If the numerators
after a certain term repeat in groups of A'^ is a
recurrent systematic fraction.
Theorem;
If there exists a recurrent systematic fraction
a rational number /\ can be found such that
I.E., the systematic fraction has a rational limit.
?2

"be the part that does not repeat. Let "be
the period.
Form arbitrarily
Then if / and if P >6 - /
If A* / and P =
using upper sign for /»\^^*^.If period "begins with 0,
Q"=Cq ,', equation ^^^n^j "becomes
(STOLZ P.#64)
^/nv ^'^-^ / - US'
#3

• C A . £
,
°^ S'n+n.K^^ no matter how great ^ is chosen, ^
can "be chosen such that /y\ < m\-\r nJl/
Further o
, _L- A j. —, / / - X- |
i^f if I and Pi^ then P< ^- / for
If P < t^-/
J
.
and
, ,
if /y\
-t- /y>X
Tf X- / and p
Q. E. D.
#4
k. .
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Theorem;
If lias a rational limit it is a recurrent
systematic fraction.
Hypothesis;
To every } 6 he longs a^> such that
I
oC -
I
< if ^ > yU/
By definition of
Fix /»^
^
call it
5^4;,^can he made greater than S/>*v. hy making/igreat
enough
,
^ ^ otherwise
i.e. 1 > t
which is contrary to hypothesis. It is easily seen
intuitionally that S^<.oC ; "but to he rigid in the
discussion it has to be proven.
xn aaaixion zo zne aoove inequain^ies,
from which ^
-f- ^
c<
#5

• 5 < << <-^^i--L
But if this relation existS'S/r»^i s recurrent.
(Stolz P.#64)
We can also show the incompleteness of the tat ion
-
al numlDer system "by forming a number that does not
"belong to the system. For example; suppose the ra-
tional numbers have been arranged in some definite
order and numbered (Crelle's "Journal fflr die reine
und angewandte Mathematik." Vol.77, 1874. P. 258 G.
Cantor's Ueber eine Eigenschaft des Inbegriffes aller
reelen algebraischen Zahlen.")
Cantor defines a "Wertraenge" or "Punktmenge" as
"abzaJ-ilbar (enumerable) if vre can assign them in a one
to one correspondence to the positive integers. We
will now show that the positive rational numbers can
be counted. The positive rational numbers consist
of the positive integers and the fractions of the form
a. ff
"J^
,
where CL and Ir- are relatively prime.
Now if we let (|V| = a t Ir , give to /V all
possible positive integral values, choose the arrange-
ments of the integers CL and as below, and form
Hr
have these rational numbers in a definite order.
the corresponding rational numbers -r , we will
K
#6
• *^ r.
N a Ir
Q~
Ir
/ 1 /,
1
^,/,
S 0, 1, a., % 3 2 A
u7 V. S, a, /,
5"
^ V 3 2 /,
k 4, ^,>^, 3, a, AO
etc
,
Ij
We see that by taking large enough we can include
any ' rational number. Now tstking the rational numbers in
the order which they appear in the last columns of -this
table, and omitting any which appear and which have already
been counted;
The 1st is 0,000,000,000, -------
The 2nd is 1 1.000,000,000, -
The 3rd is \ 0.500,000,000, -------
The 4th is 2 2.000,000,000, - -
The 5th is l/3 0.333,333,333 --------
The 6th is 3 3.000,000,000,- - -
The 7th is i 0.250,000,000,
The 8th is 2/3 0.666,666,666 - - - - ^ . - -
The 9th is 3/2 1,500,000,000, - - -
etc. etc.
Now if we form a number by alv/ays adding unity to
the /n/?^4^ de c imal place of the ^72^^^ rational number, i.e.
.111,141,171,

we have a number which evidently does not "belong to
the rational system.
Definition of tfn
If a series of rational terms exists
according to some law the result of taking the first
/>V of these terms according to that law is re-
presented "by
^^'•v.
Definition of Rational Limit of
Given a system of rational numbers
that l(iyy^ depends upon the rational integer ^ for
its value; and given that oC is a rational number.
Then if to each positive rational number/^ belongs a
positive rational number /iC}0 such that
(a) I ~ I t UT^^tUACA/ ^ > ^'
^'
\di ' ^^Kt if '>\>yU^ is called the limit of
as ^ increases indefinitely. Or as is usu-4)
ally abbreviated
J
^ -a:. (O
Now given a series of rational numbers i!}., t, k,
depending upon iie integer for its value,
it is required to determine whether the /^6have a
rational limit or not. A necessary condition is
at once derived from (^), {jt) may be written
• • Ml
1
or since £. is arbitrary call 3. 1^ and get
as a necessary condition that the have a rational
limit. But is not a sufficient condition
as is seen from the fact that it is satisfied by
hoth the recurrent and the non recurrent systematic
fractions, and the latter do not have a rational lim-
it.
Theorem:
If we have a set of such that having
chosen an arbitrary trational number £>6we can deter-
mine a positive Integer /U. such that
I ^nt^ ^^
one of three things will happen;
1. There will exist a
and / >
such that (p^ ^ ^ > V'
ail
t f
2. There will exist a
-(^< and V >
such that
or v/e can choose
3.
€ > and find V > such that
-e<^'n.<e if ^>\/
Or for 3. we can say approaches the limit O.
In other words^ under the given conditions^ after
enough if^ have "been taken the remaining ^ are
(1) all positive and greater than a certain fixed
quantity, or
(2) all negative and less than a certain fixed quan-
tity, or
v.
(3) they approach the limit zero.
Give ^ any positive value. Fix its value. Then
either (j^^ 4: i- values of'v\>^or
there exists a particular n\ >^ for v/hich
#10

If the latter is lii e case designate that particular
value of o\ byn^so Z Then d^^' ^ p'
some positive number. But "by (D
henoe p' < (jP^v+z^, if ^ > /«-
't - /, 2,
and we have case 1.
But suppose there is no nnry for viiich ((^'^ E^^then
we will alv/aye have ~ £^ for all values of /i\ >
On -this supposition let t/ =
"J
Then by (
D
^ /u-/, a, 3,
Again; either ^yy^ 1/' "^or all values of/>t>/t'or
there exists a particular ^>/t>0 for v/hich
If this latter is the case, designate that particular
value of "by rrY\^ so > Then " ^' - P
some positive number. But by (I)
hence ^' < (I'v+A, 1^ /m' > >
and again we have ctise I". But if an
cqn not be found such that we will alv/ays
have (j^'^ ^ g ' for all values of ^ y
#11
'TO
Jietting in turn C " ; *^ ' ^-S etc.
and repeating the preceding reasoning, (notice that
the C 5 are always decreasing in -mlue and approach
zero as a limit) we get finally either
(^^ >(f^^ -e-'^P' If ^•'>/^
or v/e will alv/ays have
4 t"^ if ^> /ni^ > /t (a)
Now starting with the right side of inequality (I)
and using a similar line of reasoning we ,::et finally
either
i(^+t'^< C> if ^ > /rn"^ > yW-
and ,\ ^'vv^*'^*^ P satisfying case 2, or
>^ for all values of ^'^>/^
(b) i. e. (j?^ > - € >A
But if neither case 1 or case 2 is satisfied (a) and
(h) must he satisfied at the same time
u) i t'^ for ^i^'^y/u.
and approaches the limit zero.
Regular sequence.
is called a regular sequence if having
chosen (1) £ > we can find (2) >
such that |(^^^^^^^|< e A.- 3,----
whenever ^ ^
#12

As an immediate coneequence of the preceding theorem
we have the following corollaries. (Proof in Stolz)
Corollary 1. If a system of ^6 satisfy (D
Theorem 1 then t±<^n and X(§^ satisfy (D where
X is any arhitrary rational number.
Cor. 11. satisfies (D except v/hen ^*'^=oo
and then ~ ^
Cor. 111. If (i^^ and both satisfy (D ((>^'t (f)^
and
(f^^'
will both satisfy (1); also
^
satisfies (D if ^ ^
Cor. IV. If f^ry satisfy (D then
o^'iPntl^Vn t^V^--- -±^^^^<i
;< ' ^iP^' ^'»v'X'>v'
• satisfy (D
where j\ is an arbitrary rational number ^ Oj
and ^'^/f^yttt- are arbitrary rational numbers not all
equal to zero at the same time.
Theorem:'
If the S have a rational limit o<Z
,
and if ^ is any rational quantity ^ » then
and (j^^ have the rational limits \,'(^ and ^^"t^
respectively;
and if
^
"^jr^ has the rational limit ^
Also if ij^^has the rational limit
,
^n"t
and ^ave the rational limits p^lcK^
and p • oC and if
#13^
n9
ban
has the rational limit
Corollary.
If a finite numher of expressions (f^^ ijl^^ (Jtx^
each have a rational limit, the limit of liie sum of
these expressions is equal to the sum of their limits^
and the limit of ttie product of these expressions is
equal to the product of their limits.
Definition of the Irrational Number.
We will define the irrational number algebrai-
cally by sa^^ing that (D Theorem 1 must be satisfied
without the (j^S having a rational limit.
If the rational numbers ^/»^ satisfy (1) without
having a rational limit we are led to a new object
of thought - - a number different from each of these
if ^ » It is not expressible in terms of the ^5
and nothing is stated about it further than that it
satisfies (D and is different from the rational (/^^.
Will represent this new object of thought by
and call it an Irrational number.
#14

Definition of Equality of Irrational
Numbers.
((fn) (yn ) if ^i^-*^ " "
^
or if having chosen a rational nura"ber £. > we can
find a rational integer /x. > such that jlf^ "V'nK^ if '>^>/^
In order to put the suhject on a rigid mathematical
"basis we will prove the following fundamental theorems
regarding the equality of irrational numbers; - -
W-^ich correspond to theorems for rational numbers or-
dinarily assumed in algebra and geometry to be axiomatic.
Theorem 1.
If ((('n)-l^-)
,
[!f.)-[((>J
Theorem 11.
Tf [l^n) -^^^^ and
Theorem 111.
Theorem IV.
If the have a rational limit oC
^
Theorem V.
If[((ijis an irrational number and if out
of the sequence of S we take a sequence 0/^
^
((^/^/eto
^

Proof The I.
Hypothesis is
:, l(f^^-fj< ^ it ^>/^
and ((//rvj = (^P/n) definition of equality of ir-
rational numbers.
Theorem II.
If and ((jJ^X&n)
Hypothesis 1 (|''vv " H^n 1 ^ if ^
yt6 "being either yU. or yU/ ^ whichever is the
greater.
Now calling 3. C , K
i^n) l^^) by definition.
Theorem III
If _ t < L))^ < e t/ -vv >/6
,', (<C^)+l!P'n-) ^t^'^) definition.
?i6

Theorem IV.
If the (y S have a rational limit oC
,
We evidently can not use our definition for equality
of irrational numbers as there are none involved.
However, "by -^le definition of a rational limit for the
)(C^-oCl < t if *x
or Imha^ ~ <^
Stolz, if the W S have a rational limit to avoid
complicating the notation, lets this limit also he
represented hy
Theorem V,
If (Jl^^is an irrational numher, and if out
of the sequence ofl^S we take a sequence
^^if
these ^/(^^ will form a sequence satisfying the
sarafi conditions as the iy S did and
(Pf(^ is a rational number, and are to show
that having chosen a positive rational number £• at
pleasure, we can find a positive rational integer /l>'
such that
for all values of nr\J > JLXj'
Since ((^^-^j is irrational /
^^^^-/v " ^'n.l < for all
values of /TV )
#17

Now choose n^' so ^'*y} /a. as evidently can
always "be done. Call this value of nr^^ JUU
I
^K<,v'f/L** I ^ ^
values of n'
n^-h^'"^," "' Q. E. D.
Positive and Negative Irrational Numhers.
We define (^P-rv) > ( a rational number) if there
exists a positive rational number p such that
if n\ is greater than some rational integer > 0,
/,(^^> if there exists a positive rational number P
Buch that tf^^>P i| /»\
Such an irrational number is called a positive ir-
rational number.
We define (^ifi,^)^oC if "there is a negative rational
number — p such that ^^-oC ^ p for all
values ot r\y^^^ a positive integer.
(^^j<0 if there exists a negative rational number—
p
such that
^P/»^<~P if ^n. > > ^ such an irration-
al number is called a Negative Irrational Number,
(^n.) ^ i^**^) ^"^ there exists a positive rational number P
such that (|?^ ^ ifrty^ > p for all values of /vv >/6
(jCf^ < (V^n) there exists a negative rational -p
#18
!
nunlDer such that for all values of o\y fJb ,
^ will call the absolute value of [iij^ |C<^n)l K^-k)/
^^f^ rtl^illv) ^ will now prove the six fund-
amental theorems concerning the inequality of the
irrational nuralDers.
Theorem I.
Proof; If > (t/^O,
Then y^n.-(C^<-P if ^ >
can prove similarly if t.t^'vv^ ^ ^
Theorem II.
Of two unequal, irrationsil numhers, one
is greater and the other less.
Let ( /iP^) and ^(ji^^he the unequal irrational numbers.
If |(f*V- t)^nl^ ^ for all values of /Ui ^
by the definition of equality of irrational numbers.
But by hypothesis ) +(j/^'vv)
(jj^i
> if ^
Now choose p < £ . Then either
^?^-<)^^>P
for all
#19

values of /t\^^or i^^(f^> pfor all values of t\>/JL
and the theorem is proved "by the definition of
inequality of irrational num'bers.
Theorem ITI.
If l'fn)>lV-) and
Proof (f}'^-^'^> ^ if -vv >
A
Suppose I t|'n.~ &nl=C'< t if
;. (|J^= 6^+ if *V>/^'
As is arbitrary we can nake ^ o^rv^C^C /• 1/ P
(a) Now if ^ > and
(T)) ^-v> P if 'TV, >/*^
(a) & (h) hoth hold if r\,y /I
^
JLU "being whichever
is -the greater /^x<^y^'^or substituting in ("b) for ^'vy^
its value from (a)
and ((D^ >l0n) definition.
Theorem IV.
If [0^) > ^(PO a"<i CH'^v) > i^n)'
This theorem and theorem V cam he proved in a manner
exactly similar to that used in theorem III.

Theorem V.
and l())^)>((|^^)
i(^.)ti(pn)i cc;+np.)or
Theorem VI.
Between any two unequal Irrational numbers
there must exist an irrational number different from
either of them.
Suppose
Then ±f ^ >JLO
or (^^y ^'^•^f^ if ^ > yLL
and
In a similar manner v;e can ehovf, that between I
and any irrational number there exists an irrational
number, i.e. there is no smallest irrational number
Similarly there is no largest irrational number.
Corollary; i
There is no smallest or largest rational
j
number
i
#21
i
•to
It
<r TO *^»*lTnm on at e\
Addition of Irrational NumTjers ------
We will define (<j^^) + flC or oC H^-*^) where ( (^n,) is
|
irrational and cC rational, as the irrational numlDer
We will define «PnjKV^) or ((/^O ^l^'vv) , where
"both (j^^j and (^il^-rv) are irrational, as the irrational
nmnher From this definition and the laws
for the addition of rational nurahers we get when oC & p
are real numhers, rational or irrational,
/ oC-hp^p-VoC
6. 5| p > -c + p y«
That is, the laws for the addition of real numhers
are the same as the laws for the addition of rational
numhers. Hence the laws for Ihe subtraction of
real numhers are the same as the laws for the sub-
traction of rational numhers.
Multiplication of Irrational Numbers
We will define oC • C$<^,jor (^^j where cjC is
rational and different from zero and (^-^is irration-
al, as the irrational number (c<l((P»v^ ^® will define
• or l^fg • as
#22
91M
J ill- . . « o.
We will define (.(C<vv) * or (,()^jt where both
are irrational, as the irrational number
Prom this definition and from the laws for the muilti-
plication of rational numbers we get, if a and b are
two real numbers,
(1) a Ir ^ J^CL
(2) (aJly)t-^ aC^)
(3) i^J^-tc) a ^ trcL-t CXI,
(4) ai a = a' oA-^Cb'tr
(5) ^ a> O/' a/yvd HyyO ^clA- > a'A-
That is the laws for the multiplication of real num-
bers are the same as the laws for the multiplication
of rational numbers. Hence the fundamental laws
for -Qie division of real numbers are the same as the
fundamental laws for the division of rational n\>mibers
In order to show that the new system is complete
we now have^that the remaining operation of limits
leads us to a number of the system.
Theorem;
A regular sequence of ^ ^ alv/ays has a limit
in the new number system.
Hypothesis -
J I
^ ^ «X.u^^>/^
K- 1,^, \
#23
•w
To prove; there exists a number A of the system
such that having chosen (l) €.^0 we can determine
(O,) /U.y such that
Pirst; Let (f'vy'be a sequence of rational numbers.
- (P^ |< i for all values of ^ y )/
Choose for /y^ a fixed value^ '»x> / call it ,
Let A/ "be a variable
.
(l/^f/l^ is a regular sequence of rational numbers
and by definition of irrational numbers it has a
limit
Call and we will now prove A is the
limit of i)^ .
\h - 1 whenever /KV. > /
hence is the limit of (j^^ .
,*. If is a regular sequence of rational num-
bers it has either a rational limit or by definition
of irrational numbers an irrational limit.
#24
j
}
We must also prove it has only one limit.
Suppose it had another limit
Then hy definition of a limit we can choose
and find(^J)/^> d such that | A- ^^|< t whenever n > y
But if it has another limit choosing the same C >
we can find \/ > such that
Now calling the larger of V and V we
have
I A-^^l <
and / A' ~ \ ^ ^ simultaneously'- for all
values of n\ y \f
since the absolute value of a difference is less than
or at most equal to the sum of the absolute values
of its terms
.
and since there
is no least number, rational or irrational,
and the regular sequence of rational (1^ S has one and
only one limit
.
But the proof is not complete for^ as we ha"''"e enlarged
our number system^ it is possible to imagine a regular
#25

sequence of irrational numbers, and, therefore, we
must show also that a regular sequence of irrational
numbers has a limit in iiie system.
In order to prove this Mve need the following;
Lemma *,
There alv/ays exists a rational number differ-
ing from any irrational number by an irrational num-
ber by Qji irrational number less than any positive
quantity we may choose.
Let "be theirrational number, call it /\
Then by definition,
/ (Fh-^/l" I /t 2 5^
But by first part of the theorem
^n.-|-A/
limit (^^) - A
or lA'^-nl^^ whenever n > /U,
and v« can find a rational number (f^ differing
from A by an irrational quantity less than any
positive quantity we may choose.
Now let the given regular sequence of irrational
numbers be
^
etc.
Let > y Z^y €^etc. ^ /Ct /Qjjt f^ t's
#26
I;
n
etc.Pom an arbitrary' sequence
^
^x,
, C^^f
such that lie.
Where (^n^ is a rational number. This last
condition is an allowable one by the preceding lennna
Will now show that ^?^is a regular sequence i.e.
having chosen (1) ^ > we can find a >
such that
^
^^^^
„ Uu^^^^u^ ^
n.--
By hypothesis \ 4- - f ] < i '>a,>/^
since the absolute value of a sum is greater than or
at least equal to the difference of the absolute
values of its terms.
4 |'^n+A,l + l'3-)+^
ITow choose arbitrarily a ^ >
Let <r
#27
(J
• 8
3*'
Then
y being whichever is the greater V ^
Let ^ - ^'n^/,.-^ -t-
This equation fixes the value of £y and hy (K)
there exists a yU/ y such that
.', is a reguleir sequence and has the limit (^'t'n.^ =-A
Will now show that A Is the limit of j '>\ or having
chosen (1) T > O we can find (2) U, > such
that 1A-/^|<S '^>/<-
, . /\ is the limit of / 'v\ •
^ Q. ^1. D.
and the irrational number system is complete.
#28
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